Knowledge Repository News

Welcome to the first Research in a Snap of 2017! We’ve recently added 41 new citations. (Published ahead of print “in press” and will be updated as volume and page information becomes available.) In addition to a healthy number of safety-related papers, the latest additions include eight citations from forthcoming special issues of the Journal of Interior Design (JID) focused solely on healthcare design. The special issues are a result of a call for papers extended by Cornell University professors Sheila Danko, LEED AP and Mardelle Shepley, D.Arch., FAIA, FACHA, EDAC, LEED AP. A paper by Quan, Joseph, & Nanda (2017) features work completed at The Center for Health Design through a grant from the ASID Foundation. The referenced tool is available on The Center’s website (https://www.healthdesign.org/insights-solutions/patient-room-design-checklist-and-evaluation-tool). Two invited perspective papers are also featured in these special issues:
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